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1. Introduction

The pure::variants Web Client provides an installation free, web browser-based way for users to access
pure::variants models and perform specific use cases outside of pure::variants Enterprise Desktop Client. These
use cases cover authoring, i.e., constructing feature and family models, as well as variant models. Furthermore,
besides managing variant projects, it is possible to run and supervise variant transformations from within the Web
Client.

The pure::variants Enterprise Web Client shall be considered as complementary to the functionality provided by
pure::variants Enterprise Desktop Client.

1.1. Overview

The Web Client is structured into following pages with dedicated functionality:
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• Login Page

• Home Page

• Project Page

• Model Page

• Variant Matrix

• Variant Configuration Wizard

• Transformation Dashboard

• User Settings

This hep document provides detailed information about each of the pages. This document does not cover the gen-
eral pure::variants modelling concepts and languages. Such information is provided in the separately available
pure::variants User's Guide. Information regarding setting up and managing a pure::variants Web Client Deploy-
ment is contained in the pure::variants Setup Guide.

1.2. Operating Concept and Navigation

Primarily the Navigation Bar on the top of the pages as well as context sensitive actions related to models or model
elements can be used for navigation. Additionally, hyperlinks provide direct access to resources.

Figure 1. Navigation bar

Selecting the pure::variants Logo on the navigation bar returns the user to the Home Page. The Home Page is also
loaded in error cases, e.g., when the targeted resource does not exist anymore.

Depending on the context, the page opens in a new browser tab, or the content is loaded into the existing tab.

Tree Item Actions

The actions related to model and project tree items are shown when hovering over the element using the cursor,
then the action needs to be selected by clicking the desired item.

Figure 2. Hover-over menu

Clicking on an item in the navigation tree of the Project and Model pages selects this item and loads its item details
in the right Item Details area of these pages. In the Project Page, the tree permits multiple selections by clicking
on additional items with the left mouse button with the CTRL key is being pressed. In Model Pages, multiple
selection of items is not available.

When hovering over one of multiple selected items in the project page, the actions shown will executed on all
selected items, when hovering over a not selected item, the action applies only to the currently hovered-over item.
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1.3. Access Management

Access to pure::variants resources using the Web Client is regulated according to the user roles and access rights
as defined by the administrators in the connected model server.

When working with the Web Client, the following special roles are being supported:

• Reader role: User, who have the Reader role assigned, can only view resources, but are not able to perform
any changes to them. All change actions are rejected by the system. This includes all kind of changes to project
items, including changing selections in variant models. Transformations cannot be scheduled by a user with
Reader role.

Additionally, for users with Reader role, the functions of web-based tool integrations provided by pure::variants
Connectors will be disabled in connected tools.

Users with Reader role are not counted towards the maximum permitted licensed users count when accessing
pure::variants through the pure::variants Web Client.

• Transformation Administrator role: Users with this role can manage certain aspects of the pure::variants Web
Transformation Service. They see transformation jobs of all users of the connected pure::variants Transforma-
tion Service and are able to cancel or delete these. They are also able to set the operational status of the services.
For more information, see the section on Transformation in this document.

• Project Administrator role: Users with this role can change the message shown to all users in the Information
area of the Login and Home pages.

1.4. Operating Modes

The Web Client operates in two different modes. The Standard mode and the Global Configuration mode. In
Standard mode, a user can view and work with all projects and revisions they have access to based on the defined
access rights. In Global Configuration mode, a user can only see and access project/revision combinations as
defined in the specified OSLC Global Configuration Context.

By default, Standard mode is active. To work in Global Configuration mode, an OSLC compliant global config-
uration context parameter must be provided as part of the resource URL for a project or model. This happens
automatically when opening the Web Client through the respective action from a Global Configuration enabled
pure::variants Connector such as the pure::variants Connector for IBM DNG. The Web Client itself does not offer
its own user interface for selecting Global Configurations and switching to Global Configuration mode.

The operation in Global Configuration mode is visualized by different icons for revisions (branch: , version: )
when displayed, for instance, in the Navigation Bar (see figure below) .

The Global Configuration mode is not affecting the operation of the Web Client Home Page. All projects are listed
and opening a project from there will always open it in Standard mode. As the mode is selected on a per page
URL basis, users may have the same project open in both modes in different browser tabs/windows.

Figure 3. Navigation bar with Global Configuration context

2. Login Page
If users are not already authenticated, they must login before being able to access the pure::variants Web Client.
If the pure::variants Web Client is configured to use a separate Single-Sign-On service, the respective page of
those service is being displayed.

Otherwise, the pure::variants Web Client Login Page will be displayed. The Login Page is split into three areas,
the Login area, the Knowledge Base area, and the Information area.
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The Login area asks for the users' credentials. The type of credentials required to log in to the Web Client may
differ depending on the service configuration.

Administrators may provide information to all users through the Information Area in the top right part of the
page. User can also browse the Knowledge Base area on this page, which includes all connector manuals and
this pure::variants Web Client Manual. Please note, that on smaller screen sizes, these areas may not be shown
to the user.

Figure 4. Login Page

3. Home Page

Following a successful login, a user will be redirected to Home Page (see Figure 5, “Home Page”). This page is
divided into four areas

• Projects: All available projects are listed on left. The search on the top of this area shows all projects which
have a matching substring. Clicking the name of a project opens this project in a new browser tab. The expand
action displays the project's description as defined in the HEAD branch of this project.

• Recents: The tabs for Recent Projects and Recent Models provide quick access to the last pure::variants models
and projects a user opened in this browser. The Refresh button on the top right of this area updates the displaying
according to the recent activities.

Recent Transformations shows the list of all transformations a user has access to. See the section on Transfor-
mation for more details.

Recent Models and Recent Projects data is stored locally in the browser and not in a central location. Using a
different browser will thus result in a different list. Recent Transformations are retrieved through the service
and thus shared across browsers.

• Knowledge Base: The Knowledge Base section provides access to all available online help. Typically these are
the pure::variants Web Client Manual and manuals for installed pure::variants Connector. This area can also be
accessed from Login Page before being logged in.

• Information Area: This area is located in the top right part of the page. It provides information to all users of
the Web Client. Users with Project Administrator role can change this message using the Edit action (Pencil
icon in the top right corner of this area).

The home page also provides the quick navigation button to access the Transformation Dashboard, User Settings
and Log Out by clicking on respective icons on top right corner of the Navigation Bar.
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Figure 5. Home Page

4. Project Page

This page displays the structure of a single pure::variants project and provides actions to interact with project items
such as models, configuration spaces and folders.

The page is split into a Project Item Tree in the left area and the item details area on the right. The Item Details
area shows additional information for the currently selected project item.

On top is the Navigation Bar displayed. Like on a Model Page the Navigation Bar on a Project Page provides the
name of the current project, revision (below the project name, icons for branch:  and version: ) and model item
and location in the project. These names also act as quick selectors to easily navigate between projects, revision,
or switch to different models inside a project. Clicking on one of the names starts the respective selector.

The Navigation Bar of the home page also provides quick navigation buttons to access the Transformation Dash-
board, User Settings and Log Out.

There are three actions available in the top bar of the Project Item Tree:

• Collapse or Expand: Collapse or Expand the tree below a selected project item. If no item is selected, the
whole tree is expanded/collapsed.

• Search: Search Based on the search string, project items with matching names are displayed. Selecting an item
navigates to it in the item tree.
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Figure 6. Project Page

4.1. Project Item Details

The item details display vital information about the currently selected item. Some of this information is common
to all items such as the name, the internal id, the description of the item (if available), and the effective access
rights to this item for the current user. Other information is specific for the type of selected item.

All item types but folders provide the capability to have a description which is displayed in the top area of the
item details. Hovering over the description area provides actions to edit and delete the description of an item. The
description of an item may have images and hyperlinks beside text.

4.2. Open (Model, Configuration Space)

For feature models; family models; variant models; and configuration spaces including contained configuration
space folders, the Open action ( ) will open a new browser tab with the selected project item's page. It is possible
to select multiple project items and then open up to 5 of them with a single action. Multiple selection requires to
hold down the CTRL key while selecting the item with left mouse click.

4.3. Open Matrix (Variant Model, Configuration Space)

For configuration space project items and configuration space folders; and when multiple variants are selected,

the context menu provides the Open matrix action ( ), which displays all models of a configuration space, con-
figuration space folder or in case of multiple selected variants models, the selected models in a new browser tab
as Variant Matrix page. Multiple selection requires to hold down the CTRL key while selecting the item with
left mouse click.

4.4. Delete (All but Project)

The Delete action ( ) is available for all project items except for the project root item itself. Deleting a project
item will also delete all child items. Multiple selection requires to hold down the CTRL key while selecting the
item with left mouse click.

4.5. Rename (All but Project)

The Rename action ( ) is available for all project items except for the project root item itself. Renaming a project
item in the Web Client does not update references to the previous name with the new name in pure::variants models.
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4.6. Create Revision (Project)

New Revisions of a pure::variants project (either a writable branch or a read-only version) can be created using

the Create Revision action ( ) in the context menu of the project item. This opens a dialog box, where a user
can create branches ( ) and versions ( ).

The naming restrictions for revisions and potential conflicts with existing revision names are being checked while
entering the data in the dialog. If the respective checkbox is selected, after creation of a revision, the project page
switches to display the newly created revision. Otherwise, the project remains at the currently selected revision.

Figure 7. Create Revision

4.7. Create Feature Model (Project, Folder)

A new Feature Model can be created in an existing project by the Create Feature Model action  in the context
menu of the project item or project folders outside of configuration spaces. The creation is supported by a wizard
(see Figure 8, “Create Feature Model”). More information on the Feature Model concept is provided in the Fea-
ture/Family Model Page section in this document and in the pure::variants User Guide.

Figure 8. Create Feature Model
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4.8. Create Folder (Project, Folder)

A new folder can be added to the project by the Create Folder action  on project and folder items in the Project
Page. A wizard (see Figure 9, “Create Folder”) guides the user through the process of folder creation and permits
to select any available destination for the new folder. The default destination is the project item from which the
action was started.

Figure 9. Create Folder

4.9. Configuration Space Properties (Configuration Space)

The Configuration Space Properties are accessed through the Properties action ( ) available on configuration
space project items in the Project Page.

The Configuration Space Properties dialog can be used to add/delete models which are members of the configu-
ration space model list. (See Figure 10, “Configuration Space Properties”). The search field at bottom left of the
dialog displays available models with matching names from its containing projects and all projects which this
project is referencing.

Figure 10. Configuration Space Properties
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4.10. Create Variant Model (Configuration Space)

A new Variant Model can be created through the Create Variant Model action ( ) on a configuration space or
folder inside a configuration space directly from the Variant Model Page. More information on the Variant Model
concept is provided in the pure::variants User Guide.

A variant model is created by giving a variant model name, destination of the model, inheritance and type of
configuration, i.e., full configuration or partial configuration (see Figure 11, “Create Variant Model”).

Figure 11. Create Variant Model

4.11. Clone Variant Model (Variant Model)

An existing variant model can be cloned, resulting in a new variant model with identical content, but different

name and id through the Clone Variant Model action ( ). Once cloned, any changes in a cloned variant model
have no impact on the original variant model it was cloned from. The action starts a wizard which guides through
the cloning process. A clone may be saved in any available configuration space in its project or any folder inside
a configuration space.

When creating a clone of the variant model, the user may assign a new unique model name (see Figure 11, “Create
Variant Model”) if the suggested default name is not suitable.
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Figure 12. Clone Variant Model

5. Model Page

The Model Page can be used to view and edit pure::variants feature models, family models and variant models.

Please consult the sub-chapter about Feature Models and Family Models for details on how to use the Model Page
for viewing and editing feature models and family models.

Read the sub-chapter about Variant Models for details on how to view and edit variant models via the Model Page.

5.1. Feature Models and Family Models

When opening a feature model or family model of a pure::variants project via the Open action ( ) on the Project
Page, the Model Page for feature models and family models opens in a separate browser tab. The Model Page
consists of two vertically oriented areas and a main menu at the top.

The Model Item Tree in the left area displays the content of the opened model, including model elements (e.g.,
Features, Components, Parts, ...), Attributes, Values, Relations, Restrictions and Constraints. The name of the
model is displayed on the top left of this area while the top right provides buttons to collapse, expand and search
the content of the model.

The Item Details area on the right displays the details (e.g., Unique Name, Class/Type, Model, Created, Changed)
of the model item that the user has selected in the Model Item Tree.

The Navigation Bar on top of the Model Page shows (from left to right) the pure::variants logo, the project
name and revision of the currently opened model, the model name as well as menu entries for the Transformation
Dashboard, the User Settings and for Logout.

Via the pure::variants logo in the Navigation Bar the user can navigate back to the Home Page.

By clicking on the project name the user can switch to another project and to another revision. This will navigate
the user to the Project Page of the selected project in the selected revision.

The user can switch to a different revision of the current project without leaving the model page by directly clicking
on the revision name in the Navigation Bar.

By clicking on the model name in the Navigation Bar the user activates a drop-down model search for the current
project and can directly switch to a different model of this project. The model will be opened in the currently
active browser tab.
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The user can open the Transformation Dashboard in a separate browser tab by clicking on its menu entry  in
the Navigation Bar.

The user can open the User Settings by clicking on the respective menu entry  in the Navigation Bar. The User
Settings will open in the currently active browser tab.

By clicking on the Logout menu entry  in the Navigation Bar the user can end the Web Client session. The user
will have to log in again via the Login Page to continue working with the Web Client.

There are different actions which can be performed on model items of feature models and family models which
will be explained in the following sub-chapters.

Figure 13. Model Page for Feature Model

Create / Edit Element

If users have the rights to change a model, then they can add and edit model elements via the context menu of
existing model elements in the left area of the Model Page. Different elements will be available to add depending

on whether the user opened a Feature Model (add Feature  ) or a Family Model (add Component  / Part 

/ Source  ). When the user triggers one of these actions, a dialog will show up wherein they must set a Unique
Name, Type and Variation Type for the element. Optionally, the user can set a Visible Name for the element and
make the element Default Selected. In case the Variation Type Or has been selected, the user can manipulate the
range of the Or group.

Depending on the selected type of the element, the dialog may be dynamically extended by additional fields. This
is the case for the types of Variant Reference, Variant Instance and Variant Collection which can be used to model
hierarchical variability.
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Figure 14. Create Feature

Variant Collection

The Variant Collection is a link in a feature model to another configuration space. The variant models defined
in this configuration space are automatically linked. The selections in the linked variant models are locked and
unchangeable in the resulting variant hierarchy. When adding a new variant collection to a feature model, the user
must select a configuration space as well as the collection type. The variant models of the selected configuration
space will take over the variation type that has been selected as Collection Type. They will show up as children of
the Variant Collection during the configuration of variant models based on the feature model to which the Variant
Collection has been added to.

Figure 15. Variant Collection

Variant Instance
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A Variant Instance is an element in a feature model that is linked to another configuration space. In a variant
model of a configuration space referring this feature model, it is possible to create a new linked variant model
below the Variant Instance element which will be based on the linked configuration space.

When adding a new Variant Instance to a feature model, the user must select a configuration space. When the
user configures a variant based on this feature model, they have the action Create Instance available in the context
menu of the Variant Instance. This action will add a new optional variant model below the Variant Instance which
can be freely configured in the context of its parent variant model.

.

Figure 16. Variant Instance

Variant Reference

A Variant Reference is simply a link in a feature model to a concrete variant model of another configuration space.
The selections in the linked variant model are locked and cannot be changed in the resulting variant hierarchy.
When adding a new Variant Reference to a feature model, a variant model must be selected. Optionally, the Variant
Reference can be defined as a Flexible Variant Reference.
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Figure 17. Variant Reference

Create / Edit Attribute

Every model element may have an unlimited number of associated Attributes. A new Attribute can be added to an
existing feature using the Create Attribute action  in the elements context menu. An existing Attribute can be
edited using the Edit Attribute action  in the Attributes context menu. Both actions open a dialog (see Figure 18,
“Create Attribute”), wherein the user must enter a unique name and type for the attribute. The user may select a
Collection Type other than None(default selected) to turn the expected value into a List or Set of the selected type.
If the selected type is a numerical one, the user may restrict the range for valid values by providing a Range.

Attributes can be set as fixed by selecting the option Fixed. The value of a fixed attribute cannot be changed
manually by a user during variant configuration.

Figure 18. Create Attribute
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Create / Edit Constant

A Constant value can be added to an attribute using the Create Constant action  in the context menu of an
attribute. Existing Constants can be edited by using the Edit Constant action in the context menu of the Constant.
Both actions open a dialog (see Figure 19, “Create Constant”).

Figure 19. Create Constant

Create / Edit Calculation

A Calculation can be assigned to an attribute to Calculate its value based on other decisions made during variant
configuration. The result of evaluating the Calculation expression is the value of the attribute in a variant. The
pure::variants Simple Constraint Language (pvSCL) is used to formulate calculations. For more information on
the pvSCL language please consult the pure::variants user manual.

A Calculation can be added to an attribute using the Create Calculation action  in the context menu of an
attributes. A Calculation can be edited using the Edit Value action in the context menu of a Calculation. Both
actions open a dialog (see Figure 20, “Create Calculation”) with a pvSCL Code field . Here, the user can type in
the Calculation, supported by auto-complete functionality which can be activated by pressing CTRL+SPACE.

Figure 20. Create Calculation

Create Relation

Relations can be defined between an element containing the relation on one side and all other elements of the same
project or referenced project on another side.

A new Relation can be added to an existing element using the Create Relation action  in the context menu of an
element. Existing Relations can be edited using the Edit Relation action in the context menu of a Relation. This
opens a dialog (see Figure 21, “Create Relation”), where the user must enter a type and target(s) of the Relation.
The user can search for targets by pressing CTRL+SPACE while the cursor is placed in the Targets field to use
an auto complete functionality. Instead of selecting one of the relation types supported by pure::variants, the user
may also enter their own relation type.
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Figure 21. Create Relation

Create / Edit Restriction

Restrictions are used to decide if an item of a model is a part of a variant configuration. During model evaluation,
an item cannot become part of a variant configuration unless one of the restrictions defined on the item is evaluated
as true. Restrictions can be defined on elements, attribute values and relations.

A new Restriction can be added to an existing model item using the Create Restriction action  in the context
menu of the item. Existing Restrictions can be edited using the Edit Restriction action  in the context menu of
the restriction. This opens a dialog (see Figure 22, “Create Restriction”), where the user can enter a name for the
Restriction, which is optional . Via the pvSCL Code field, the user can formulate the Restriction. By pressing
CTRL+SPACE the auto complete functionality can be activated to search for model items and operators of the
pvSCL language.

Figure 22. Create Restriction

Create Constraint

Constraints are used to check the integrity of variant configurations during variant model evaluation. Independent
of their location in a model their scope during variant model evaluation is the whole variant model.

A new constraint can be added to an existing element using the Create Constraint action  in the context menu
of an element. Existing constraints can be edited using the Edit Constraint action  in the context menu of the
constraint. Both actions open a dialog (see Figure 23, “Create Constraint”), where users can enter a name for
the constraint. Via the pvSCL Code field, users can formulate a constraint. By pressing CTRL+SPACE the auto
complete functionality can be activated to search for model items and operators of the pvSCL language. If a
constraint contains errors the dialog will show a warning message below the pvscl Code field but will still allow
the user to save the invalid constraint.
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Figure 23. Create Constraint

5.2. Variant Models

When opening a variant model of a pure::variants project via the Open action on the Project Page, the Model Page
for variant models opens in a separate browser tab. The Model Page consists of two vertically oriented areas and
the Navigation Bar at the top.

The Model Item Tree in the left area displays the content of the opened variant model, including model elements
(e.g., Features, Components, Parts, ...), Attributes, Values, Relations, Restrictions, Constraints of the underlying
feature models and family models as well as the selection state of each model element in the variant model. A
drop-down menu with the name of the currently opened variant model is displayed right above the model content.
It can be used to navigate to the other variant models of the same configuration space. The top right of this area
provides buttons to collapse, expand and search the content of the variant model.

The Item Details area on the right displays the details (e.g., Unique Name, Class/Type, Model, Created, Changed)
of the model item that the user has selected in the Model Item Tree area.

The Navigation Bar on top of the Model Page shows (from left to right) the pure::variants logo, the project
name and revision of the currently opened model, the model name as well as menu entries for the Transformation
Dashboard, the Transformation Indicator, the Problem Indicator, the Evaluation button, the Toggle Automatic
Evaluation button, the Variant Configuration Wizard button, the Create Variant Model / Clone Variant Model
button, the Toggle Viewing / Editing Mode button, the User Settings and the Logout button.

Via the pure::variants logo in the Navigation Bar the user can navigate back to the Home Page.

By clicking on the project name the user can switch to another project and to another revision. This will navigate
the user to the Project Page of the selected project in the selected revision.

The user can switch to a different revision of the current project without leaving the model page by directly clicking
on the revision name in the Navigation Bar.

By clicking on the model name in the Navigation Bar the user activates a drop-down model search for the current
project and can directly switch to a different model of this project. The model will be opened in the currently
active browser tab.

The user can open the Transformation Dashboard in a separate browser tab by clicking on its menu entry  in
the Navigation Bar.

The user can run a Transformation for the variant model and check the transformation state of a running trans-

formation via the Transformation Indicator entry  in the Navigation Bar. Hovering over the Transformation
Indicator will provide the status of running transformations in an overlay menu with an additional button to start
a new transformation. The transformation log can be opened by clicking on the transformation status.
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The user can navigate to all information, warning and error markers of the variant model via the Problem Indicator

. Hovering over the Problem Indicator will provide a list with all information, warning, and error markers of
the variant model. Clicking on one of the markers in the list will switch the focus of the Model Item Tree to the
model item to which the marker is pointing. The markers are also directly listed in the Model Item Tree area. The
user can assess the suggested quick fixes to resolve an error by clicking on the error marker in the Model Item Tree.

Figure 24. Problem Indicator with list of error and information markers

Figure 25. Error Marker with suggested quick fixes

The user can trigger the evaluation of the variant model manually by clicking on the Evaluate menu entry 
in the Navigation Bar.

The user can turn the automatic evaluation of the variant model on or off after each configuration step by making

use of the Toggle Automatic Evaluation menu entry  in the Navigation Bar.

Figure 26. Evaluation - On-Demand & Auto

The user can start the Variant Configuration Wizard for a guided, step-by-step variant configuration for the variant

model by clicking on the Variant Configuration Wizard entry  in the Navigation Bar. This option is only
available if the Variant Configuration Wizard has been set up and enabled for the configuration space of the variant
model.

The user can create a new variant model either from scratch or by cloning an existing variant model via the Create

Variant Model / Clone Variant Model entry  of the Navigation Bar.
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Figure 27. Create or Clone Variant Model in Model Editor directly

Creating a variant model opens a wizard that asks the user for a variant model name and the destination config-
uration space of the model. It also provides the optional choice to inherit feature selections and attribute values
from an existing variant model as well as the choice to either run a full configuration or a partial configuration.
For details on inheritance and partial configurations please consult the pure::variants user manual.

Figure 28. Create Variant Model Wizard

The action Clone Variant Model can be used to create a variant model and take over all feature selections and
attribute values of the currently displayed variant model. In contrast to inheriting from another variant, all feature
selections and attribute values can be changed after initially cloning a variant.

In the Clone Variant Model wizard, the user must provide a variant model name and choose a configuration space
or a subfolder as the destination for the new variant model.
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Figure 29. Clone Variant Model Wizard

The user can switch between viewing and editing mode of the Model Page for Variant Models via the Toggle

Viewing / Editing Mode entry  in the Navigation Bar.

Figure 30. Menu entries in the Navigation Bar of the Model View for Variant Models

The user can open the User Settings by clicking on the respective menu entry  in the Navigation Bar. The User
Settings will open in the currently active browser tab.

By clicking on the Logout menu entry  in the Navigation Bar the user can end the Web Client session. The
user will have to log in again via the Login Page to continue working with the Web Client.

There are different actions which can be performed on variant models via the Model Item Tree of the Model Page
which will be explained in the following sub-chapters.

Change Element Selection State (Variant Model)

In the editing mode of the model page for variant models, the user can select, unselect, and exclude elements and
subtrees of the variant model via the context menu of an element in the Model Item Tree. Selecting a feature is
a typical example of an element selection in the variant model.

Figure 31. Actions - Selection configuration
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Edit Rationale (Variant Model)

In the Item Details area, the user can add and edit the rationale for an element selection. This can help other users
to understand why an element has been selected in or excluded from a variant.

Figure 32. Edit the Rationale

Edit Attribute Value (Variant Model)

In the editing mode of the model page for variant models, the values of non-fixed attributes can be edited by the
user. Depending on the attribute type either one or multiple values can be entered by the user or selected from the
drop-down menu of the add value field(s).

Figure 33. Edit Attribute

Hierarchical Variability (Variant Model)

While in editing mode the user can create, configure, and rename nested variant models that are children of a
Variant Instance via the context menu of these variant models. The user can add a new nested variant model below
a variant instance via the context menu of the variant instance.

Below Variant Collections in a variant model all the variants of the linked configuration space will show up as
selectable elements with frozen feature selections and attribute values. The user can select, unselect, and exclude
these nested variant models from the parent variant model via their context menu.

Variant References show up as frozen and nested variant models in the parent variant model.
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Figure 34. Actions - Variant Instances

6. Variant Configuration Wizard

In addition to configuring variants via the Variant Model Page in edit mode, the pure::variants Web Client offers
a guided, step-wise configuration of variants via the Variant Configuration Wizard.

If a configuration space is configured to use a Variant Configuration Wizard Model, the Variant Model Page in
edit mode enables an additional action named Open Variant Configuration Wizard (see Figure 35, “Open Variant
Configuration Wizard”).

Figure 35. Open Variant Configuration Wizard

The wizard is divided into two areas. The left area displays a list with all the configuration steps that are part of
the guided configuration. The main area to the right is the Configuration area. When the Variant Configuration
Wizard is started for a variant, the start page of the wizard is displayed in the configuration area (See Figure 36,
“Variant Configuration Wizard: Start Page”).

Depending on the configuration of the Variant Configuration Wizard, the start page lists one or more of the fol-
lowing start-up options.

• Start configuration from scratch: Discards all previous selections and resets the variant model to its initial,
unconfigured state.

• Resume configuration: Resumes the configuration at the point where the user left the configuration the last
time.

• Review configuration: Allows the user to view the configuration without being able to change any selection.
This is the only mode which allows the user to navigate through the pages without changing selections.

After clicking the Start button, the user is guided through the configuration process step by step. Each configuration
step is displayed separately in the Configuration area, listing all the configuration items that are necessary to
complete the corresponding configuration step (See Figure 38, “Variant Configuration Wizard: Finish Page”).
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Figure 36. Variant Configuration Wizard: Start Page

If a configuration item has an associated description, this description is shown below the item. In addition to
individual configuration items, a configuration step itself can also have a description. This description is shown
at the top of the page.

Figure 37. Variant Configuration Wizard: Step Page

After all configuration steps are done, the Finish page is shown (see Figure 38, “Variant Configuration Wizard:
Finish Page”). The finish page lists the following options:

• Finalize configuration: It automatically converts derived selections and values into user selections and values.
The effect of this conversion is that all configuration decisions made in the wizard, even those that were com-
puted by the auto resolver, are treated as if they were made manually by the user. As such, the auto resolver
will not change these decisions accidentally if the variant model is reopened later. The only possibility to revise
these configuration choices is through explicit user interaction.

• Lock configuration: It locks all user selections so they cannot be changed later.

• Disable wizard: It disables the wizard for the currently configured Variant Model. This means the wizard is
not shown, if the Variant Model is opened again. Pressing the Finish button performs the selected actions and
saves the Variant Model. Please note, that this option has no effect in the pure::variants Web Client, but it will
be applied when the respective variant model is being opened in the pure::variants Desktop Client.
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Figure 38. Variant Configuration Wizard: Finish Page

7. Variant Matrix

The Variant Matrix page enables users to quickly review selections across multiple variants in a Configuration
Space, change them, and to run transformations. Filtering capabilities support the user when analyzing the variant
model configurations.

The Variant Matrix Page (see Figure 39, “Variant Matrix”) can be opened through the Open Matrix action ( )
in the context menu of configuration space and variant model items from Project Page.

After opening the Variant Matrix, the page loads and evaluates all selected variants automatically.

The Issue indicator in the Navigation Bar provides a quick glance at the number of evaluation problems reported for
the selected variant models. Hovering over the Issue indicator opens the Issue Panel, from which a user can navigate
to the affected matrix row in Variant Matrix tree table. Here in front of the items name, a marker provides access
to the known issues of the selected item and its children. Each variant column has an individual problem indicator
which displays the problem count and opens the problem list specifically for the variant model represented by this
column upon hovering over it. It also provides navigation to the affected row by selecting the respective problem
entry.

Selections in of variant model can be changed by actions displayed when hovering over a table cell. In case of
problems associated with the selection of a cell, a color indicates this, and the action display includes information
about the issue(s) and access to quick fixes, if available.

Clicking on the displayed column name opens the Variant Model page for that variant model in a new tab.
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Figure 39. Variant Matrix

The slide out Matrix Action Side Bar can be opened by clicking on slider icon in the top left box of the matrix
(see Figure 40, “Variant Matrix: Side Bar”). It provides several actions such as changing variant displayed in the
matrix, enabling or clearing the quick filters through the related actions, and finally, it offers actions to expand or
collapse the subtree of a selected variant model item or the full variant model, if no model item is selected.

Figure 40. Variant Matrix: Side Bar

The Select Displayed Variants action provides a convenient way to change the scope of the Variant Matrix. The
respective Selected Displayed Variant dialog covers all variant models defined in the enclosing configuration
space. Actions like filtering, evaluation or transformations are always only applied to the variants selected for
display.
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Figure 41. Variant Matrix - Select Displayed Variants

Quick Filters: The Variant Matrix can be filtered based on the selection states of features in the individual Variant
models by clicking the sidebar on left side of the screen. The supported Quick Filters reduce the displayed rows
to all rows which have identical selection status in all models (Commonalities), all rows where at least one variant
has a different selection state (Differences) or all rows where exactly one variant has a different selection state
(Uniqueness). The Errors filter lists all rows which have at least one variant reporting an evaluation problem for
the row's model item. Filters are mutually exclusive, i.e., only one of the filters can be activated. The Clear Filter
action disables all filtering, and all model item rows are being displayed.

Trough the Transformation indicator ( ) in the Navigation Bar the user gets access to the Transformation Panel
to start and monitor multiple transformations together for the selected Variant Models in a Variant Matrix. See
the Transformation section for a comprehensive description of the Transformation in the Web Client.

8. Transformation

The following section describes the interaction with an optional element of a pure::variants Deployment, the
pure::variants Transformation Service. This service, if configured, enables users of the Web Client to schedule
variant transformations on server side without the need to setup anything locally.

Not all available pure::variants transformation modules are compatible with the pure::variants Transformation
Service. Please check the documentation for the pure::variants Connectors and the pure::variants Setup for com-
patibility information with the Transformation Service and information how to enable the service usage.

Information regarding administrative configuration of the Transformation Service is not in the scope of this doc-
ument, please see the pure::variants Setup Guide for more information on this topic.

8.1. Transformation Services Concepts

The Transformation Services receives transformation request from the Web Client through the user interface ac-
tions describe below, or via a REST API (not described in this document). Each request, if accepted, becomes a
job. Each job is placed in a centrally managed transformation job queue. The Transformation Coordination Ser-
vices is responsible for selecting scheduled jobs for execution and for assigning these to Transformation Runners,
which are controlling the execution of a single job through a Transformation Executor, running in a containerized
execution environment provided by Docker. Multiple Transformation Runners can be provided, enabling parallel /
concurrent processing of multiple transformation jobs of different Web Client users.

Transformation Executor report their progress and status through the Transformation Runner back to the Trans-
formation Coordination Service.

The lifecycle of each transformation job has three different states: Waiting, Running, and Done. Waiting jobs have
not yet been assigned to a Runner. As soon as a job is assigned to a Transformation Runner, it changes into the
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Running state. Once the transformation is done or was stopped (cancelled by a user or aborted due to errors), the
state is Done. The result information of a transformation provides information about the transition reason into the
Done state (CANCELLED, ABORTED, SUCCESS, FAILED).

8.2. Transformation Panel

The Transformation Panel provides an easy user interface to the Transformation Service. It can be accessed through

the Transformation indicator ( ) on the Navigation Bar of each Variant Model or Variant Matrix page. It provides
details of the currently and previously scheduled transformation jobs for the active Variant Model / Variant Ma-
trix. It also serves as management interface for creating and managing these jobs. Please note, this Panel only
shows the details of the transformations which are triggered from the same page.

The panel provides two operations on the complete list of transformation jobs. The Delete Done action discards
the execution information for all finished transformations listed in the panel. Please note, that discarded execution
information cannot be recovered after deletion.

Additionally, cancellation of the execution of all waiting and running transformation jobs list in this panel can be
requested by the Cancel All action. Cancellation of a job may not happen immediately.

The same actions can be executed individually for each job through the action buttons shown at the end of each
job entry in the panel. The displayed action changes based on the jobs state from Cancel to Delete once the job
reaches the Done state.

A detailed log for a job can be accessed from the panel by clicking on the respective job entry in the panel.

Figure 42. Transformation Panel

Run Transformation (Variant Model)

A transformation for the specific Variant Model can be triggered by opening the Transformation panel using the

Transformation indicator ( ) in the Navigation Bar and clicking on Run Transformation button on the Variant
Model page (see Figure 43, “Run Transformation”).

Figure 43. Run Transformation

The Run Transformation dialog (see Figure 44, “Create Transformation”) provides the list of available transfor-
mation configurations. The transformation request is scheduled by clicking the "Start job" button after selecting
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the transformation. The definition of transformation configurations can be done using the pure::variants Desktop
Client side. Please note, that the presented list may also contain transformation configurations not suitable for
server-side execution. It is recommended to use an appropriate naming scheme for transformation configurations
to guide the user when selecting transformation configurations for execution.

Figure 44. Create Transformation

8.3. Transformation Dashboard

The Transformation Dashboard provides a comprehensive management and monitoring interface for the Trans-
formation Service. Users without the Transformation Administrator role have access to all transformation jobs
they have started. Users with the special role Transformation Administrator can see all jobs known to the Trans-
formation Coordination Service and have in addition the right to start, pause or disable the service globally. The

Transformation Dashboard can be access from the Navigation Bar action ( ), which opens the dashboard in a
new tab.

The Transformation Dashboard has two main areas (see Figure 45, “Transformation Dashboard”). The lower Table
area shows either the list of Transformation Jobs or the Transformation Runner list. These tables do not refresh
automatically, the provided Refresh action updates the table content.

• Transformation Job Table shows the details of each running, waiting and done jobs. It provides filters to limit the
displayed information. Upon selection of table rows Delete and Cancel actions can be executed on the selected
jobs. Cancelling a job can only be done on jobs in the Waiting or Running state. Deletion is only applicable
to jobs in the Done state.

• Transformation Runner Table shows the list of all configured runners, independent of their activity status.

The upper Status area shows live data received from the Transformation Coordination Service. It is divided in
3 boxed sections:

• Service: This box shows the current operational status of the service and provides controls to change the service
status. Please note, pausing or disabling service will let already running transformations complete proceed to
the Done state. In the Paused state, the service will still accept job requests, but will not schedule them for
execution. In Disabled state, the service will reject transformation requests. If an immediate stopping of running
jobs is required, use the provide Cancel action for the jobs in the Transformation Job table.

• Jobs: This box shows statistical data for transformation jobs known to the service. It also serves as selector for
the lower table area. Clicking into the box displays the Transformation Job table in the lower area.

• Runners: This box shows the current activity status of the configured transformation runners. Active runners are
currently executing transformation jobs, Idle runners are ready accept jobs for execution, and Offline runners are
configured but are currently not connected to the Transformation Coordination service. It also serves as selector
for the lower table area. Clicking into the box displays the Transformation Runner table in the lower area.
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Figure 45. Transformation Dashboard

9. User Settings

The User Settings page provides information about the current user such as the assigned roles; enables the user
to define some user specific preferences for the operation of the Web Client; and, if not using an external authen-
tication service, allows users to change their pure::variants password.

The Profile section displays read-only administrative information for the current logged in user. The Roles list
all pure::variants roles for the user. Based on these roles, pure::variants calculates the effective permissions for
each project and model item. Changes to the assigned roles of a user are only possible by using the pure::variants
Desktop Client as a user with pure::variants administrator rights, it is not supported in the Web Client.

Figure 46. User Settings: Profile
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The Password section provides a self-service for changing the user password on the connected pure::variants
Model Server if the authentication is not an external service such as a Single-Sign-On service or LDAP. With
an external authentication service, this section is disabled, and passwords must be changed through the external
service.

Figure 47. User Settings: Password

The Preferences section lets users define certain settings, which modify the behavior of the Web Client for this
user. These preferences are stored locally in browser, they are not stored on server side. I.e., a user can define
different preferences in different browsers.

Edit Mode Defines whether a new Variant Model page is opened in Read mode (default) or in Edit
mode. For users with Reader role, this setting is not relevant.

Auto Evaluate Defines how a new Variant Model page handles variant model evaluation after a selection
change. By default, the user must manually request an evaluation. Selecting this setting
enables immediate evaluation after each change (Auto Evaluate mode)

Label Changes how model elements are being displayed in the model pages. Different choices
allow a user to adjust the display model item labels according to the personal needs. The
default setting is to display the Visible Name with a fallback to the Unique Name or Element
id. Other labelling strategies provide different combinations of these three parts of element
identification such as the combined display of Visible Name and Unique name.
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Figure 48. User Settings: Preferences

10. Known Limitations of the pure::variants Web Client

1. Limitations when working in Global Configuration mode:

a. Component hierarchies in Global Configurations are not supported, i.e., it is not allowed to have the same
project with different versions in the same Global Configuration at the same time, upon opening such model
Web Client will report an error. The Global Configuration needs to be corrected.

b. OSLC revision names for pure::variants projects with special characters like \ and # are not supported.

2. Changed access rights and role assignments for users are only considered in a new Web Client session. User
needs to log out and log in again to the Web Client so that changes in access rights or roles take effect.

3. When adding feature or family models to or removing them from a configuration space, the user needs to log
out and log in again to the Web Client so that the changes take effect.

4. Selecting and opening a matrix with multiple variant models from different configuration spaces will result in
an error. Consequently, an error message will be shown, and users are redirected to the Home Page.

5. After creation of a new VDM outside of a specific Variant Model Page, the page must be reloaded to show the
updated list of variant models which includes the new variant model in the Variant Selector.

6. Not supported actions (have to be performed in the pure::variants Desktop Client):

a. Creation of configuration spaces, family models, type models, variant configuration wizard models

b. Viewing and changing of type models

c. Editing of variant configuration wizard models

d. Editing properties of a configuration space with exception of the model list

e. Changing role assignments for users and access rights for project and model items.

f. Changing the inheritance relationship or configuration mode of a variant model.
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